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Abstract. Software development in a small development team is a challenge, as
people have to fulfill several roles, which in larger groups would have separate,
dedicated people for the work. To help small development teams to organize
their activities, ISO/IEC standardization body has developed the standard
ISO/IEC 29110, Lifecycle profiles for Very Small Entities. Our study focuses
on the application of this model in the game industry, an industry that develops
software. However, the game industry has its own set of unusual features in
software development, such as the demand for artistic vision, need for novelty
and demand for creative designs. In this study we analyze how the standard
would work in seven different game industry companies and identify a set of
additions that would help these organizations to apply the standard in practice.
Based on our results, the ISO/IEC 29110 should incorporate more support for
iterative development to allow easier adaptation to real-life organizations.
Keywords: game development, game industry, ISO/IEC 29110, software process, empirical study.

1

Introduction

The standardization work and standardized systems are important for many business
areas, and the video game industry is not an exception [1]. The video game industry
has a number of large international operators such as Sony and Nintendo, which form
strong de facto standards for the entire industry [2]. The game industry has also been
a constantly growing business for the last decade, having grown in the United States
from the annual sales of 6.9 billion in 1999 [1] to 25.1 billion USD in 2010 [3]. Based
on this background, it is hardly surprising that the video game industry has more and
more new startup companies entering the market.
Fundamentally, video game development is a form of software development, although with several added requirements like visual presentation, artistic aspects and
creative design [4, 5]. Game developers may have problems with their technical
frameworks, but more often their project management practices need improvement
[4]. It seems that game developers should and could learn more from the software
engineering discipline in general [5]. In this sense the new ISO/IEC 29110 standard,
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Lifecycle profiles for Very Small Entities [6], could benefit the game industry. The
standard is aimed towards small and very small software-developing organizations,
which, according to the standard, are enterprises, organizations, departments or projects having up to 25 people. The standard introduces a general development process
model for development activities, which could be utilized also to organize team activities towards a more systematic and efficient approach to game development.
In this paper we study game industry organizations, compare them against the
ISO/IEC 29110 standard, and evaluate how the standard model could be applied in
the case organizations. Our research question can be presented as in the title “How
applicable is ISO/IEC 29110 in Game Software Development?” Although game development is also software development, it has several unusual features such as the
drive for novelty factors, creativity and artistic impression [2], which complicates the
software design and development work. Taking this into an account, we wish to understand if the ISO/IEC 29110 standard can cater to the needs of game developing
organizations. Based on our results we also develop a revised lifecycle model which
should further assist organizations to utilize the current model. This study is also a
continuation of our earlier empirical studies in the software industry, in which we, for
example, have assessed the problems of software testing [7] and assessed the technical infrastructures of software development companies [8].
The rest of the paper is constructed as follows; Section 2 provides an overview on
the related research in game development from the viewpoint of software engineering
and introduces the ISO/IEC 29110 model, Section 3 presents the results from the data
analysis and observations, while Section 4 discusses these results and their implications. Finally, Section 5 closes the paper with conclusions.

2

Related research

The research of game development from the viewpoint of software engineering is
currently quite active. There are several studies discussing software development
processes of game developing organizations. For example, game development lifecycles has been studied by Peltoniemi [2] from the viewpoint of creativity and other
intrinsic features. This analysis compared game software development to other domains and concluded that in general game software development is not very mature.
Peltoniemi also argues that game development differs from the traditional software
industry because of the relatively stable hardware platform and the extensive demand
for creativity. Because of these differences, the established life-cycle models are not
directly applicable to game development. However, Kultima & Alha [9] observed that
the game industry has been moving from the “creative chaos” towards process thinking, and that the larger industry operators have reduced innovation and creativity to a
publicity act. Successful game products generate game brands, where innovation and
creativity are limited, although innovation in game industry is still necessary in the
development of new products.
The challenges of game development have been studied by Kanode and Haddad
[10]. According to them, the game industry needs to adopt more advanced software

engineering strategies in areas such as management of assets, definition of project
requirements and team management. The game industry could benefit from adopting
process improvement, project management and development process designs from
software engineering. Blow [4] also reports similar findings, emphasizing the need for
the game industry to follow software engineering specific project management.
Outside the scope of the game industry, there is a study by Kautz, Hansen and
Thaysen [11], which discusses the application of process models in software organizations. Their main finding was that organizations can adjust to given models, provided that the model itself is sound and allows adjustment to fit for the organization.
Similarly, Dybå [12] conducted a study on software process improvement in different
types of organizations. He found that the company size does not hinder or restrict the
process improvement activities. Small organizations are at least as effective as large
ones in applying process models and doing process improvement. The rationale for
this observation was that small organizations tend to be less formal and loosely defined and can adapt to change needs more quickly in turbulent business environments.
This study discusses the ISO/IEC 29110 lifecycle profiles and the general process
model defined for very small entities (VSE) [6]. The standard is created to cater to the
needs of the VSE software developers, which, according to the OECD study [13],
accounts for over 95% of the worldwide business population. The standard defines
life cycle processes, a framework, taxonomy and an assessment guide for small organizations to understand and develop their practices. The standard is meant to allow
organizations to develop towards more mature software process models such as
ISO/IEC 12207 [14] regardless of the current approach in the organization. The activities defined by the standard are divided to the management and software implementation processes. These processes are interconnected, the management steering
the implementation and the implementation providing feedback to the management,
both with their own separate phases. The model is illustrated in Figure 1.
The management process has four main activities, project planning, project plan
execution, project assessment and control, and project closure. These activities run
roughly in this order as the project proceeds, with plan execution and assessment and
control as parallel activities. These management activities steer the implementation
process, which has six activities. These activities are software implementation initiation, where the project plan is reviewed, necessary creative tasks for designs are done
and the implementation is started, software requirements analysis, where the work
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Fig. 1. ISO/IEC 29110 processes. The most important inter-process influences are marked with
arrows.

team determines the task assignments and analyses the requirements, software component identification, where architecture is designed, software construction, where the
software is developed, software integration and tests, where the construct is tested
against the requirements, and product delivery, where the product is finalized and
delivered to the customer. Unlike the management process, these activities are not
meant to be parallel; the phases advance as product matures.
It is apparent that the game industry could benefit from the project management
practices developed for the general software industry, as identified by Petrillo et al.
[5], Peltoniemi [2] and Blow [4]. The ISO/IEC 29110 standard offers a general model
for software development, which promotes the best practices of the other existing
process standards, and is lightweight enough for application use in very small development organizations. In this sense, ISO/IEC 29110 could be an ideal model for the
game industry to allow more mature approaches to software development.

3

Research process

Software development, including the design, development and testing of a commercial product is a complex phenomenon with varying solutions even in similar organizations [8]. Acknowledging this we decided to apply empirical qualitative analysis
and apply the grounded theory method to understand the practices of game software
development and make conclusions on the applicability of the standard in real-life
game development [15-17]. We applied the grounded theory research method as introduced by Glaser and Strauss [15] and later by Strauss and Corbin [17] to systematically codify and analyze the interview data regarding the ISO/IEC 29110 model and
related concepts such as game development or management activities in practice.
3.1

Data collection

The initial population and population criteria were decided based on the prior research
made by our research group [for example 7, 8]. In this study, the population ranges
from very small (less than 10 people [18]), startup companies making their first products to large and medium-sized companies with extensive product libraries.
Table 1. Interview rounds and themes
Interviews
Qualitative
interview with
organizations
Qualitative
interview with
organizations
Qualitative
interview with
organizations
Qualitative
interview with
organizations

Interviewee s Description
Team leader or The
interviewee
manages
7 project manager development of one product, or one
phase for all products.
Developer
or The interviewee was responsible for
7 tester
development tasks, preferably also
with responsibilities in testing.
Upper
The
interviewee
is
upper
7 management or management, or owner with an
owner
active role in the organization.
Lead designer The interviewee is a game designer,
7 or Art designer or manager with the ability to affect
the product design.

Main themes
Development process, test process, quality,
outsourcing, tools, organizational aspects.
Development process, test process, development
tools, development methods, quality.
Organization, quality, marketing, innovation and
design process, development process.
Development process, design and innovation,
testing, quality

We carried out four interview rounds in our study (Table 1). The sample of the interview rounds consisted of seven organizations collected from our research partners
and supplemented with volunteering organizations to achieve a heterogeneous group
of different target audiences, development platforms and organizational backgrounds.
The interviews were collected from spring to fall of 2012 by seven different researchers from two different research laboratories.
The seven organizations in the study group are all full-time professional software
producers, with game development as their main activity and source of income. The
smallest organization in the study was a startup with three persons; in the largest organization several hundred people contributed to the product development by directly
working in the organization or by producing bought content. The organization sizes in
Table 2 vary from small to large according to the EU SME definition [18], where a
company is small when it has less than 50 employees, but in fact all small organizations in the study had less than 25 employees and so they fit to the ISO/IEC 29110
VSE definition. The group of organizations included different target platforms and
different sizes of development teams. The organizations varied (Table 2) from mobile
game developers to developers of browser-based, PC and console games. Their distribution channels included internet stores, general digital distribution, and boxed copies
sold at game stores. The objective of this diverse approach was to gain a broader understanding of the practices in the organization to identify the most important factors
affecting how the organization felt about the ISO/IEC 29110 standard [6]. To succeed
in this objective, the research questionnaires included themes such as development
methods, quality requirements, test phases, applied tools and design principles, which
helped us to understand the case organizations. The questionnaires were also refined
between the interview rounds to gain more role-oriented information and test our
observations from the organizations made on the earlier rounds. Before interviews,
the questionnaire questions were reviewed by a number of peers from the research
group to assess the first round interview questions. The complete questionnaires are
available at http://www2.it.lut.fi/project/SOCES/material.
The interviews contained semi-structured questions, and the whole sessions were
tape-recorded for qualitative analysis. We also allowed the interviewees to get access
to the data collection instruments before the interview, ask questions on the topics and
gave a brief introduction to the interview themes prior to the actual interview. All
Table 2. - Description of the interviewed organizations
Organization Release platforms

Team Intended distribution chansize1
nels for products

Number of released
games in history

Case A

PC, game consoles

Large

Digital distribution, boxed copies More than 10 released products

Case B

Mobile platforms

Small

Platform store

Case C

Game consoles, PC

Large

Boxed copies, digital distribution More than 10 released products

Case D

Mobile platforms, PC Medium Platform store, digital distribuiton Less than 5 released products

Case E

Mobile platforms

Small

PC

Medium Digital distribution

Case F
Case G
1

Browser games

Small

Platform store

Separate service site

Less than 5 released products

Less than 5 released products
Developing first product
Developing first product

Number of people contributing to the released product, size by SME definitions [18]

interviews lasted in average about one hour. The interviews were arranged face-toface with one or two organization participants and one or two researchers present.
The decision to interview project managers during the first round was based on the
objective to understand the organizational processes and gain understanding of the
operational level of software development in the case organizations. We also wanted
to test whether our earlier observations from general software industry [7,8] would be
applicable in the game industry context, and gain some insight into the organization.
The interviewees in the second round were selected from a group of developers,
who directly contributed to the game product and had experience with the technical
details of the developed product. The second round interview topics were heavily
focused towards programming techniques, process activities and applied tools.
In the third round, the focus of the interviews was to collect general data of the
company and focus on the managerial and business aspects. During this round additional themes such as marketing, innovation and financing were collected to better
understand the context in which the game industry operates.
In the fourth round, the focus was on the creative aspects of development, in the
game design work. During this round the interviewed employees were game designers
or management-level personnel with the ability to affect the designs. Additional topics were change management, testing and external influences on the products.
3.2

Data Analysis

The grounded theory method contains three data analysis steps: open coding, where
categories and their related codes are extracted from the data; axial coding, where
connections between the categories and codes are identified; and selective coding,
where the core category is identified and described [17].
The objective of the open coding is to identify leads in the data and classify the observations. This process was started with “seed categories” [19], which in our case,
were derived from our prior studies on general software industry [7,8]. These seed
categories were also used to define the main themes for the questionnaires. We used
Atlas TI as the tool to manage codings in the interview transcripts. In open coding, the
classified observations are organized into larger categories. New categories appear
and are merged because of new information that surfaces during the coding and analysis work. For example, we revised our initial choice of collecting data on applied
standards as a separate category as the interviews proved that the organizations were
not as process-oriented or highly organized as originally thought, not even the larger
or older ones. At the end of the open coding, the number of codes was 172. They
came from 1572 observations from over 1400 minutes of recorded interview data.
The objective of the axial coding, which starts when the categories start to emerge
and runs somewhat parallel with the open coding [17], is to further develop the categories by looking for causal conditions or any kind of connections between the categories. In this phase, the analysis focuses on identifying the relationships between
larger concepts. For example, codes such as “Design process: refining designs”, “Development process: knowledge transfer” and “Problem: Documentation/knowledge
transfer related to design” form a chain of evidence for observing organizational doc-

umentation practices and the problems associated to the communication between
stakeholders. By following these leads in the data, the relationships were identified.
The third phase of grounded analysis, selective coding, is used to identify the core
category [17] and relate it to the surrounding categories. As defined in [17], the core
category is sometimes one of the existing categories, and at other times no single
category is broad or influential enough to cover the central phenomenon. In this study,
the core category “applicability of the ISO/IEC 29110 standard” resulted to the identification of the four different scenarios which could enable better applicability of the
standard in game development organizations. This core category was formed by collecting the case organization views on the standard, collecting the existing development process issues and comparing them against the organizational backgrounds. For
example, we observed that the most common consideration with the standard was that
it was not considered as important in the very small organizations, but more important
in the “small-medium” organizations with ten to twenty members. Similarly, the organizations with the background in software industry were the most critical towards
the standard itself. Overall, we adjusted the core category to include all issues that
explained the opinions on the ISO/IEC 29110 standard and based on this analysis,
created an initial model that could combine the simplicity of the ISO/IEC 29110
standard with the concerns the case organizations presented.

4

Results

In this section we first introduce the categories created in the analysis, present the
main observations we made on the applicability and usability of ISO/IEC 29110 [6],
discuss the implications of the observations and finally present a revised draft for a
model that combines the observations with the standard.
4.1

Categories

The core category, Applicability of ISO/IEC29110 (Table 3), describes our interpretation of how the organization saw that ISO/IEC 29110 could be applied in their organization. The core category was identified from the data because it explained well the
differences between the organizations and enabled us to create four scenarios of using
the ISO/IEC 29110 process model.
Our analysis identified four scenarios. In scenario 1, named “As is”, the organization considers the model to be applicable “as is”, with little to no modifications. In
scenario 2, “development iteration”, the organization considers that the model is applicable, but the development phase activities from component identification to testing should be modeled iteratively or at least allow iterations over the existing plandriven definition. In scenario 3, “full iteration”, the model is seen applicable, but only
if it is used only as a definition of one iteration round. In scenario 3, the entire process
model is executed several times, for example once for product design to deliver a
design prototype, in development to deliver an alpha release candidate and so on. In
each iteration there would all activities from design to delivery. Finally the scenario 4,

“reference tool”, basically considers the model to be unsuitable for the organization,
but applicable as a glossary, reference or teaching tool.
The category Opinion on ISO/IEC 29110 applicability in own organization describes the overall attitude of the organization towards the ISO/IEC 29110 software
process model, should it be applied in the current organization. The category Most
important development need for the standard describes the most important area or
shortcoming, which should be revised to enable better applicability.
The category Applied development method defines what kind of development process the organization applies. The applied scale is undefined agile, where the organization uses basically an open-form approach, with little documentation and planning,
defined agile, where the organization follows the principles of an established agile
practice – also named if followed officially – and plan-driven, if the organization
considers itself to follow a more traditional design-first approach.
The category Typical design deliverables summarizes the deliverables the organization usually produces before it commits to the construction of a new game product.
The term functional prototype denotes to a proof-of-concept prototype that features
the main gameplay elements, core features and concept art means that the organization has decided on the main features and the artistic direction. Basic gameplay elements simply means that the organization has decided on the game type and some of
the most important features for the product.
The category External or publisher influence on the development categorizes the
extent and type of influence the external organizations or partners have on the developed product. Low influence means that an external partner, usually a publisher, recommends only few additions or changes, medium that some wanted features are deTable 3. Summary of the essential categories in organizations
Category

Case A

Case B

scenario 1,
Applicability of Scenario 3,
ISO/IEC29110 “full iteration” “As is”
Opinion on
ISO/IEC 29110
applicability in
own organization
Most important
development
need for the
standard
Applied development method
Typical design
deliverables
External or
publisher
influence in
development
Project size
Organizational
experience
Key personnel
background
1

Case C

Case D

Case E

Case F

Case G

Scenario 4,
Scenario 2,
Scenario 1,
Scenario 2,
Scenario 4,
“reference
“development “As is”
“development “reference
tool”
iteration”
iteration”
tool”
Game devel- Management- Basis for
More or less Too close to Would limit Overtly rigid,
opment has
part is close to contracts,
defines the
waterfall
design.
too close to
additional
current state, problematic to basic activities model.
waterfall
issues
implement
done in each
model.
project.
Too generic
Too generic Design cannot Needs experi- Design cannot Design cannot Too close to
model to be
model to be be finalized enced crew to be finalized be finalized waterfall
directly usable. directly
before devel- use.
before devel- before devel- model
usable.
opment
opment
opment
Defined agile, Plan-driven Defined agile, Undefined
Undefined
Defined agile, Defined agile
SCRUM
SCRUM
agile
agile
SCRUM
Functional
Basic game- Functional
Core features, Basic game- Core features, Basic gameprototype
play elements prototype
concept art
play elements concept art
play elements
Medium/Large: Low/Medium: Large: reject- Medium: Own Low: Rarely Medium:
Some features Some request- ed features, testing,
requested
Some requestdictated by the ed features, cuts project requested
features
ed features
publisher
negotiable
schedules
features
and changes
Large
Small
Large
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
More than 10 Less than 5 More than 10 Less than 5 Less than 5 Developing Developing
products
products
products
products
products
first products first products
Media
Academic
Media
Media
Software
Academic
Software
Industry
Industry

See SME definitions [18]

manded and large that the external influence may reject features, enforce changes, or
even dictate themes or genre of the designed product.
The categories Project size and Organizational experience express the size and the
experience of the development team. The project size is small when there are less than
ten people, medium when ten to fifty and large when more than fifty developers contribute to the game product. Third-party members such as insourced musicians, artists
or asset developers are also included to the size estimate. Organizational experience
expresses the experience of the organization in game development. The experience is
evaluated with the number of commercially launched products, excluding expansion
disks or other additional content developed for earlier product. The applied scale is
“developing the first products”, “less than five”, “less than ten” and “ten or more” to
give a rough estimate on how experienced the organization is.
The category Key personnel background lists the business domain from which the
key personnel such as company owners or founding members have emigrated to the
company. The backgrounds were classified to three domains: media which includes
areas such as advertisement agencies or journalism, academic which includes university-level students or teachers and software industry which means software business
domains other than entertainment or video games.
4.2

Observations

ISO/IEC 29110 should offer a more iterative and flexible approach to development.
The ISO/IEC 29110 standard was introduced and discussed with the representatives of the seven study organizations. In most organizations the standard was considered to be at least somewhat useful, although in need of some revisions. Cases A and
B considered the model to be too generic to apply as such, while organizations E and
G considered it to resemble too much the classical waterfall approach. However, several case organizations (A, B, D, E and F) considered the model to be adjustable with
some revisions to cater to their organization.
“Yes, I do recognize stuff from our current processes, but I think that in game development design cannot be finalized beforehand.” …”We should try to be more Agile
than this.” – Case C, Project manager
“The first thing I see here is that requirement analysis is completely done before
construction. So design is finished before anything is implemented… that’s just not
the way it happens.” – Case G, Designer
Interestingly, the most critical outlook against the ISO/IEC 29110 standard in its
current form came from the organizations with background in the software industry.
Both this kind of organizations criticized the model for steering the process activities
towards waterfall model, which in their opinion is very unsuitable for the game industry. In both organizations, cases E and G, the main concern was that the waterfall-like
approach would lock the design too early in the development process.
“I think that the current tools have made that approach redundant”… “Why
should we bother with strict decisions when we can make a prototype in two hours to
test things out?” – Case E, Developer

“I think that the [waterfall] model is no longer feasible approach for any kind of
development project.” – Case G, Designer
Game development has many stakeholders, but they are not interested in certification or process standards.
In all organizations with the sole exception of the Case G the interviewees reported
that they get regularly requests from their external stakeholders. The requests varied
between negotiable feature additions (for example cases B and E), to large interventions where the requests could determine the features and dictate project schedules.
However, these external stakeholders did not require defined development processes.
In fact the opposite was observed: the organizations (cases B and E) which had most
limited external influence on their products were also the most positive towards the
ISO/IEC 29110 model, while case organizations A and C with the most external interference were also very critical towards the standard.
“Well, practically this is how we work. All the stuff we do is in this model somewhere.” – Case E, Developer
“Considering our team I think this would be good to use as a backbone”…”I think
this should be usable in the game industry. At least I do not see why it would not be.”
– Case B, Project manager
It is also worthwhile to notice that even if the external organizations would promote standardization for game development, the developers are rather critical towards
using it in small organizations. All organizations expressed that their organization
either was too small for such a rigid model (cases B, D, E and G) or that very small
organizations in general do not require defined process models (cases A, C and F).
“In our team everyone does a bit of everything, there really is no separate project
management organization.” – Case B, Project manager
“If our team was 10 people, our approach would be hard, with 20, probably impossible. But since we are still so small, we can go with ad hoc.” – Case D, Upper
management
Game-developing organizations have problems in following the current ISO/IEC
29110 process model because of the nature of the industry.
In almost all organizations the design process was considered to be at least somewhat problematic area in the standard. Cases C, E and F expressed their concern over
how the standard enables design activities. In many organizations product design is
not very specific, and the decisions are made based on the usability, playability and
“fun factor” tested with product prototypes.
“If a tester comes to say that this does not work, there is not fun in it, you really
cannot leave that in the game, you have to fix it.” – Case E, Designer
“When the production started, the specifications went out of the window”…”There
simply is not enough knowledge to make a full design at the early stages.” – Case G,
Designer
“We sometimes have to make drastic changes [to keep the game fun].” – Case F,
Designer

Another common concern with the standard was the level of abstraction. Case organizations A and C considered the standard very abstract to the point of being hard
to implement as a development guideline. Case D considered the standard to be generally close to what they are already doing, adding that the standard would require an
experienced team to work properly. Case B mentioned that the management model is
a rather accurate representation of the project management tasks in their organization.
“With these states and arrows… pretty much every step we take with development
falls into some of the [ISO/IEC 29110] model categories.” – Case D, Project manager
Besides general comments, case organizations A, B and C considered the standard
to be usable in software development, but lacking the features and parts that are specific to the game industry. Features like design with prototypes, demo versions to
attract business partners and art design were mentioned to be such features missing.
“The management parts, that’s OK, but the implementation [is not].” – Case B,
Developer
“I do identify parts of our current work, but in my opinion game programming
with this is difficult.” – Case C, Project manager
4.3

Implications

Based on the observations it is apparent that the ISO/IEC 29110 standard is a reasonable start for creating a model for small and very small software organizations. However, for the game industry in particular there are some troublesome areas which require further attention. For example, the model needs to be able to support iterative
development, like in the scenarios 2 and 3. In addition, the game industry has some
unusual features such as the requirement for late changes to designs and focus on
fine-tuning the user experience. It seems that the most useful standard for the game
industry would be a lean iterative process standard for development tasks, targeted at
small and small-medium sized organizations. Very small organizations operate with
highly informal and flexible methods, and do not benefit from the standard as much as
a small to small medium (roughly ten to twenty participants) sized organizations
would. ISO/IEC 29110 can be developed to meet the needs of these organizations, but
that requires revisions to allow more iterative approaches. The requirements for a
VSE model suitable for application should have the following changes:






Design should not be finalized before the implementation.
Varying amounts of details should be allowed in the initial design.
Changes in the product should be allowed even near the end of the project.
The standard should support iterative approaches.
The standard should define all of the main activities to allow its use as the basis for
business contracts, but leave the definition of details to organizations.
 The standard should support delivery-phase activities such as acceptance testing
and planning phase activities such as proof-of-concept prototypes.
A draft model based on these requirements is illustrated in Figure 2. The most important difference between the standard and the revised model is the implementation
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Fig. 2. The revised model based on the analysis, revised elements bolded.

of iterative development and separating the process to three phases. Initial requirements analysis and design, which includes experimenting new ideas with functional
prototypes before the implementation is located in the planning phase (also called preproduction by the game industry), while the implementation phase (production in
game industry) has its own requirement analysis and design phase to allow revisions
to the plans during the development. Finally the finalization activities such as acceptance testing or identification of reusable assets are separated to a new phase
called delivery phase (post-production).
The management process is kept relatively intact, as it was considered to be the
most accurate part of the model. The project planning is done before the development
starts, and in the plan execution process some minor revisions can be done to the project plans to cater to the change needs during development. Project closure happens in
the delivery phase, when final adjustments and quality assurance activities to validate
the requirements are done. With these additions the model is still conceptually similar
to the standard. Iteration is not necessary but it is allowed. Varying degrees of design
are allowed and if revisions are not needed, the process is similar to the original.

5

Discussion

A common opinion was that a life-cycle standard for very small organizations could
be beneficial. Out of the seven organizations only two considered ISO/IEC 29110 as
unsuitable for their use, but the others considered the standard at least as a useful
basis for contracts. The most common problem with the standard was the apparent
lack of support for iterative development especially in design. The ISO/IEC 29110
documentation mentions that it can be applied with any methodology, like agile, evolutionary, incremental, test driven or other [6], but this is not very evident from the
viewpoint of the organizations. The model design steers the development towards
plan-driven principles, or at least does not support agile development well.
The interviewed organizations also considered the model target audience to be
problematic; very small organizations can operate with an ad-hoc structure. However,

most organizations agreed that a small-medium organization (roughly ten to twenty
developers) needs a more or less defined process model. Overall, the conclusions for
the applicability and the suitability of the ISO/IEC 29110 standard can be summarized
as follows: For very-small-sized game development companies the standard should
promote more agility. For the current standard the best target audience seems to be
small and small-medium-sized organizations.
Many interviewees were happy with their informal and, to some degree, unstructured approach to software development. The small organization size and unstructured
process also affected the assessment of the standard. The smallest organizations represented the key demographic of the standard, while the larger, more experienced
organizations provided insight into the general applicability. Interestingly, the more
the organization had external stakeholders like financers and publishers, the more
they considered the model to need changes. On the other hand, this could also indicate
that the model is suitable for small, autonomous developer teams such as case organizations B and E, should there be any incentive like an external publisher or a financer
requiring the implementation of some process model. However, since expertise with
process models or process development was not required for participating in this
study, these results should be considered more like indications or recommendations.
Based on all of the identified needs and observations, the ISO/IEC 29110 standard
can be considered to be somewhat difficult to implement in a game organization as is.
However, dividing the process model to three main phases, the design phase, the implementation phase and the delivery phase, with added support for iteration in implementation, the model caters to the most of the identified game industry problems. In
addition, should the implementation phase be completed without iteration, the revised
model should still be compatible with the original ISO/IEC 29110 standard.
There are threats that should be acknowledged when addressing the validity of this
type of qualitative research [20,21]. Whittemore et al. [20] lists integrity, authenticity,
credibility and criticality as the most important attributes that are universally required
for a qualitative study. In their conclusion, the most important aspect of presenting
validity is to present enough evidence for the reader to accept that the researchers
truly understand the phenomena they are observing, “know what they claim to know”.
The most common threat is personal biasing, disregarding the patterns and observations which do not fit or support their own theories [21]. In this study these risks have
been taken into account when planning and implementing the study with several cautionary actions. The study questionnaires were designed by seven researchers to avoid
personal bias, the data collection was conducted by six researchers and the analysis
process for this paper was conducted by two and validated by three researchers working separately on the same data. The two analyzers did their work independently, and
the different interpretations were discussed and resolved in meetings during the study.
Additionally, all interviewed organizations were small and medium size game organizations, located in Southeastern Finland. This can be considered a threat, as some
phenomena can be caused by the geographical proximity, such as local policies or
support from the local educational institutions. However, the game business is international and all our organizations aimed their products at international markets. The
possibility for the bias caused by the cultural similarity was addressed by selecting the

organizations to represent different release platforms, company backgrounds, different maturity levels as businesses and different production sizes.
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Conclusions

In this paper we have presented our study on seven game software development organizations with the purpose of evaluating the applicability of the ISO/IEC 29110
standard. The results indicate that very small game developing organizations do not
tend to follow any systematic development method, working mostly ad hoc. The application of the ISO/IEC 29110 standard could be possible, but the model should support an iterations, as in the game business product design is mostly a guideline, which
changes throughout the development process. The current standard version is reasonably accurate for the management tasks, but does not support the continuous design or
the approach where late changes to the product features are expected. The applicability of the current version can be summarized as follows: Should the target audience of
VSE-sized companies be kept, the model should promote more agile approaches, and
should the current model be kept, the best target audience in the game industry would
be not a VSE, but small and medium-sized organizations.
The results of this study can be used to help very small new game developing organizations to understand how they could apply the ISO/IEC 29110 standard, or at
least the concepts presented in the standard to help in managing development. For the
future work, the applicability of the revised model should be assessed with the game
developing organizations. Another interesting direction could also be the inclusion of
creative elements to the process thinking; how game organizations actually work, and
how they could be supported with the existing software engineering knowledge.
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